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Welcome to the Many Shades of Gray, where our WCAG secrets get revealed



LET’S GET TO KNOW ONE ANOTHER

Sachin Gupta Naveesha Maharaj

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NaveeshaSachin being the director of services and I being a consultant both share and deliver accessibility expertise for Deque Inc, A company passionate about digital accessibility and a primary focus of ensuring agencies from government to major corporations are not only producing accessible mobile and websites, but complying with standards and legislations that are internationally recognized.we’ve come across so many instances where we feel blind folded in situations where accessibility has to override best practises, but how do we know which is which and why? Lets figure this out from the technical insides to the surface interpretations, we will provide you with everything we’ve got under the covers�



WHY SOGREY?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NaveeshaHow many of you have seen this image spread across the internet with endless controversy about its colour?Believe it or not, this is exactly what happens with WCAG. Its one thing that can be interpreted in so many ways and that’s where confusion begins�



• Informative images  mus t 
have alt text

• Color contras t

• Vis ible focus  indicator

• Language of page

BLACK & WHITE

<html lang=“en”>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NaveeshaBefore we get into some grey areas lets look at some examples of what we believe are black and white and which we are sure you will agree on•Images must have some sort of alt, whether it be a short description or a null alt•Colour contrast seems simple enough, use a dropper tool or any other analyser to verify if regular sized text meets  a 4.5:1 ratio or if larger text meets a 3:1 ratio•Tabbing through a web page and visually being able to see where you're tabbing for the most part and not left wondering where your tab focus is when using the keyboard•And this one can be a bit tricky, but this of course would be to ensure that a table that contains no data relationship and are used for visual appeal are marked up as suchNow lets get a little bit deeper into our main topic, try to keep it a bit decent Sachin�



LET’S KEEP IT DECENT

Guidelines require interpretation

Adequate

Sufficient
Reasonable

Acceptable

Logical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SachinGrey areas are created when laws and guidelines are written in subjective terms.  We use these subjective terms so that the laws can be flexible and keep up with changing times.  The downside is that we need to do the extra work of interpretation.  Obscenity laws in the US have been intentionally written like this, to change with the culture over time.  Federal law forbids the broadcasting of obscene material.  But what is obscene?  It varies from person to person, and obscenity standards change over time.  These days you can get away with a lot of words and images on prime time tv that would've been considered obscene a few decades ago. In accessibility let's consider some of the terms that need to be interpreted“sufficient”“adequate”“reasonable”“acceptable”“logical”



KEEPING IT WIDE OPEN

WCAG 1.0
• rigid

• technology dependant

• not comprehensive

WCAG 2.0
• platform independent

• flexible

• not comprehensive

• open to interpretation
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SachinThis is how WCAG 1.0 was looked at. Was it easy to interpret, was it available for all users, current and future? How many of you were even able to determine what was under the sheet at that time?Then then covers got lifted, and out stood WCAG 2.0 wide open and ready to be interpreted by all from humans to technologies. 	�



GREY AREAS

Tab order must be logicalLinks must be differentiatedDecorative images must be marked as suchLink purpose must be made clearChanges in the page must be announcedColor against its background
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NaveeshaI’m going to throw some common grey areas out there that I know you are all familiar with•Tab order must be logical- logical meaning, doesn’t matter which direction your tab focus goes you can still get the same meaning•Links must be differentiated – when any of you look into or assess sites, how many times do you see a link being placed in a paragraph or sentence with the colour blue? Because that should let all our viewers know it’s a link right? Not exactly! If the link text in blue surrounded by its text does not meet a 3:1 colour contrast ratio, that’s a fail, unless its got an underline to help it stand out as a link.•Decorative images must be marked as such. We need to really look at some of the image we use and decide, does this actually add context to our page or is this just an accessory?•Link purpose must be made clear- what might be clear to you as a developer may not be clear to another user. We know for SEO and for a links list on a screen reader a bunch of learn more’s isn’t ideal but that’s what makes this grey. Is a user of any ability able to navigate a page and be able to determine if that learn more is related to its surrounding content? If so then, it’s a pass!•Changes in the page must be announced- At some point we all need to know what’s going on, blind folded or not. Just because some of us can see what’s going on, doesn’t mean all of us can hear or comprehend what’s going on. If an action is instigated on a page, we all need to know about it.•Colour against its background. Does the background mean it’s shadow? Is there a specific measurement of a shadow in order for it to be considered a background? Currently no. So in this scenario we would be looking at the white against the purple, but for many this is a grey area as it’s not mentioned or stated anywhere in the WCAG guidelines.I’ve just given you a taste of some grey areas. I’m going to let Sachin show you how to read between the lines..�



Letter of the Law Spir it of the Law

alt = “trademark Starbucks registered logo” alt = “Starbucks logo”

HOW TO READ BETWEEN THE LINES

Is having a link underlined necessary all the time or is this example compliant?
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Presentation Notes
SachinVital to consider both angles when making a determinationTake a survey of expert consensus / do your research / work with WCAG expertsLetter of the lawStrict interpretation of the WCAG rules. It is important to consider when facing legal challengesSpirit of the lawKeep the end users’ needs and user experience in line. Interpreting what WCAG was “trying” to provideTwo ends of spectrumStarbucks(R) alt text example.  What’s the appropriate/acceptable alternate text?Underlining links / bolding links.  Is an underline always needed for a link?�



HOW TO READBETWEEN THE LINES

“Black and white 

Playboy logo with 

rabbit’s head wearing 

a bowtie”

“Playboy logo”
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Presentation Notes
NaveeshaClear WCAG violations VS Best Practise•“Learn More” - if the purpose can be ascertained by surrounding content, this is a best practice•Is an image decorative or informative. Lets look at must happen vs what should happen.•Colour as info example: One technique mentioned under 1.4.1A is the following: If a vendor tell you to review or remediate this PDF and there should be NO active links on the document. Is there an issue? The guideline states the following…If there’s no link, then there’s no requirement!�



LET’S MAKE SURE NOBODY GETS HURT
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NaveeshaI’m going to go deep under the covers now to try and keep things juicy and to help you understand the difference between normative and informative.Is anyone sensitive to flickering or fast moving content?When we look at these we are going to try and determine the impact on end user.•Blocker•Significant Confusion•Bad UIAfter reviewing these examples and whether they meet WCAG 2.2.2 or not, we are actually catering to types of users vs. Inclusive DesignBlindDeafLow visionCognitive�



DARKER UNDER THE COVERS

2.4.4 Link Purpose – Is link accessible when surrounded by related content?2.4.1 Bypass Block - I don’t have a skip to content link, do I fail?2.2.2 Pause / Stop – Is background shimmer a violation?2.4.3 Focus Order - Does it always have to be left to right?3.3.2 Labels or Instructions - Do my labels need to be visible all the time?
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Presentation Notes
SachinNow that Naveesha has pulled us deeper under the covers, it is going to get darker. Which WCAG guidelines in your experience are especially grey? Here are a few that we pulled out.2.4.4 Link Purpose – are Learn more’s accessible when surrounded by related content2.4.1 Bypass block- I don’t have a skip to content link, do I fail2.2.2 pause stop – is background shimmers a violation2.4.3 focus order- does it always have to be left to right?3.3.2 Labels or instructions- Do my labels need to be visible all the time�



TWO CAN PLAY AT THIS GAME
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SachinExamples (provide samples + pro/con arguments for each.  take a vote?) Live CasesChange images for moving socks, winter animation, and login if possible�



CHANGING THINGS UP

With WCAG 2.1 revealing itself…

• expect clarification on some issues

• new grey areas could be introduced

• guidelines will still need to be interpreted

Reflow – no two dimensional scrollingContrast ratio on icons, buttons, graphicsAnnouncement of status changes
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Presentation Notes
Sachinexpect clarification on some issues Reflow – no two-dimensional scrolling Contrast ratio on icons, buttons, graphics Announcement of status changesnew grey areas may be introduced.  



LEAVING SOME MYSTERY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SachinPotential grey areas: Pointer gesturesSuccess Criterion 2.6.2 Orientation (AA) Content does not restrict its view and operation to a single display orientation, such as portrait or landscape, unless a specific display orientation is essential. What does essential mean?  What could be essential for you may not be for me.  I know for certain that it is not the case between her an I.-‘essential’ being used in any of the new risk areas of WCAG 2.1 leaves room for another grey area or another reason for disagreement.-content producer may interpret this SC differently then a user with Accessibility needsTo be released June 2018�



ANYONE WANT TO JOIN IN?
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Presentation Notes
NaveeshaHopefully we haven’t left you feeling tied up or too exhausted and if we have, this is where you can share those thoughts with us...any questions?�
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